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Truly the best option for Chromebooks!!! The new ZenMate Extension is tunneling the exact
WiFi or 2G/3G/LTE(4G) connection to the Internet, so practically it is tunneling the entire
Chrome OS...

(As some knows, the OpenVPN client of Chrome OS is worthless, and the only other option is
L2TP over IPsec encryption, which today is quite untrustable:

There are many reports on the compromisation of L2TP/IPsec VPN! And so as I am following
the evolution of ZenMate, as a German Company, that won "The Best StartUp Project In The
European Union" for 2013, far before that, I am in the know of what specifically consists today's
ZenMate Security Solution!)

And as I know for sure, ZenMate is using top notch encryption protocols using their own proxy
servers in the destinations they offer in the Premium Version.

(I've no intentions to trouble the happy Chrome OS users with the latest cryptological
specifications of ZenMate, but trust me - ZenMate are paying to hackers over the world to
reveal vulnerabilities, so as they are always with top notch unbraceable technology!)

And at the bottom, I would like to ensure the users of Chrome OS, that the fundamental culture,
upon which the entire ZenMate German Company is built on - for me, as a security geek, who
follows ZenMate`s evolution far before Chrome OS existed - I may say responsibly that
ZenMate is an undoubtedly trustworthy Company, if you want a real highest class protection of
any kind of governmental or criminal surveillance on your Internet activities through a
Chromebook, or a Mac or Windows, but ZenMate passive is that they had no solution on Linux
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based operation systems.

ZenMate is the ultimate protection for Chrome OS (Operating System) - and its Premium
version is now different - it is already affordable :-)

ZenMate offers the highest class protection of any kind of governmental or criminal surveillance
on your Internet activities (You are safe).
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